CHAPTER VII
THE STRUCTURE OF AN EQUAL-SACRIFICE INCOME TAX
WHERE THERE ARE NO SAVINGS
§ i. some popular writers assert that tax systems in general
ought to be so arranged as to impose equal sacrifice upon all
taxpayers. What has been said in the preceding chapters
will have made it plain that there is no ground for this claim.
Moreover, it is a priori highly improbable that least aggregate
sacrifice would be brought about by any method of distributing
sacrifice which was independent of the amount of revenue
required. The more modest claim that the particular amount
of revenue, which is being raised, say, in this country at the
present time, would best be collected on an equal-sacrifice
plan is not, of course, exposed to this logical objection. Any
such plan implies, however, the imposition of some taxation
even upon the very poorest persons, and this is prima facie
incompatible with the principle of least sacrifice: and, even
if this point be waived, there is .still no positive ground for
asserting that the principle of least sacrifice will be best
promoted by a tax system conforming to the canon of equal
sacrifice. Nevertheless, some enlightenment can be gained
from an attempt to work out in the concrete the implica-
tions of a system of that kind.
§ 2, It is easy to see that the equal-sacrifice ideal cannot
be attained by any system of commodity taxes with different
rates on different commodities. For different people with
equal incomes often have different tastes, and so are accus-
tomed to spend their incomes in different ways. If expendi-
ture on whisky is taxed at a high rate and expenditure on
beer at a low rate, the man who spends £50 on whisky is
penalised as against the man who spends £50 on beer. On
these lines there was for many years an Irish grievance. It
was given in evidence before the Eoyal Commission on the
Financial Relations between Great Britain and Ireland of
1896 that: "Whilst the tax on spirits, the article more
generally consumed in Ireland, is equal to from two-thirds to
three-fourths of the price, the tax upon beer, which is the
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